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Modular Stage Systems – the ideal choice

Modular Stage Systems (MSS) 
provide highly versatile, competitive 
solutions in staging requirements 
for all occasions.  It’s light, quick and 
easy to assemble, and can be used 
as a stand-alone portable stage, or 

incorporated into an existing stage system.

Your stage can be single level or multi level for 
performance, or tiered for seating and choirs. 
Equally at home in schools, colleges, churches, 
community halls and commercial or industrial 
environments, you can create platform layouts 
that are safe and simple to use. 

The modules store compactly 
on trolleys, which themselves 
can even become part of the 
assembled stage.This eliminates 
empty trolleys lying around if the 
unique Transformer Trolley*  system is used. 

Durable, multi-ply deck boards are surfaced in non-slip, phenolic 
resin which positively locate on the light but strong, tubular, 
stainless steel base frames. Other stage board finishes are also 
available in carpeted, varnished and vinyl.

Multiple configurations can be achieved from even the most 
basic kits, and additional modules and accessories added to suit 
growing requirements.

A range of standard height modules enable multiple tiers to be 
created, yet special sizes can also be manufactured to match or 
link with existing stages.

Guard rails, wheelchair ramps, step units, cloth skirting, backdrop 
frames, flats and curtain drapes are readily available, and optional 
solid cladding panels enable tidy storage below the stage.  

These can incorporate wheeled drawer storage units for added 
utility.

Design and production in the MSS works in West London 
enables thorough management of product development 
and manufacture, to ensure customer satisfaction and rapid 
response. Our 3-D design software enables you to see photo-
realistic representations of many different stage designs, 
enabling you to choose the best options for your requirements.

Tested to 7.5kN/m2 and proven in use, MSS 
ensures safety for many years to come.

Affordably priced, Modular Stage Systems 
makes the ideal instant hall, school or church 
platform. Music and band productions, choir 
stands, catwalks, a dais for a speaker or even 
a simple access platform can all be achieved 
effectively and easily from a reliable and 
capable supplier.

If you require a stage that’s easy to use and 
versatile, you’ll find MSS more than fits the bill. 

Today it’s a simple podium, then it’s quickly re-arranged 
to make a fashion walkway; now it’s reconfigured as a tiered 
system for drama presentations, or set as a level 
performance floor for musicians. The choice is 
yours, the options almost endless!

Modular Stage Systems is a trading style of 
Flowstore Systems Ltd, manufacturing 
storage and handling equipment in the UK 
since 1983.  
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Modules

MSS modules consist of light, tubular stainless steel base 
frames, link plates and deck boards. Simply un-stack the 
frames from the storage trolley, laying them out in the 
desired pattern. Place the link plates onto the frames, which 
set the frames at the correct spacing, then lay the deck 
boards on the frames, using the locating holes.

Standard Modules

Five standard height, inter-stacking frame modules are 
available. All units are able to be built in tiers or used for 
ground level positions, and feature moulded feet to protect 
floor surfaces. Tapered legs enable the units to nest inside 
each other when stacked to create multi level systems.  
The basic frame heights range from 215 -714mm.  

Standard stage module sizes are 750 x 750, and 900 
x750 for tiered seating arrangements. Delta stage boards 
(triangular) enable further fine tuning of stage layouts. 
Other sizes and custom design units available subject to 
design, quantity and price

Safe and quiet in use, Modular Stage Systems are the 
versatile and ideal choice. 

Materials

Why Stainless Steel Tubes?

Using stainless steel tubes for the basic modules provides a 
high strength-to-weight ratio, as well as providing a smart, 
easily cleaned surface that will not readily scuff or corrode. 
Double tubes create a strong outer framework to support 
the deck panels, yet MSS remains one of the lightest 
systems on the market. The connecting joint system makes 
a rigid structure, but also permits easy design customisation.

Deck Boards

The standard non-slip deck boards are made from water 
resistant phenolic resin-coated 18mm thick 13-ply Finnish 
plywood in dark chocolate brown finish. These non-slip 
boards provide the most versatile multifunction surface for 
a variety of uses. They do not harbour dirt or debris, and 
footmarks can be easily wiped clean. Ink or paint spillages, 
chewing gum and so on, are easily dealt with. We offer 
carpeted boards as an alternative to non-slip, with vinyl or 
plain varnished finishes also available .

If you have particular requirements for alternative finishes, 
for instance for permanent installation, we are happy to 
discuss options.

Storage Trolleys

If you choose our unique, multi-purpose Transformer 
Trolleys* with locking castors, you’ll find they actually 
become part of the stage themselves! As you will need less 
decks and modules, this makes for economical purchase, 
and saves storage space for empty trolleys elsewhere. 
Transformer trolleys are standard with our non-slip deck 
board stage kits.

Standard 4-post trolleys can also be supplied for spiral 
stacking. Other trolley options and special designs are 
available for storing components such as guard rails, or for 
fitting through narrower doorways. 

Transformer Trolleys and Standard trolleys can typically hold 
up to 20  complete stage modules, yet remain easy to move.

*British Patent Application No 1315496.8 
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Standard Stage Kits – Single Level

A range of standard basic stage kits from 12 – 32 modules 
are pre-priced at 500mm high and 358mm high.

Containing all necessary parts for  building a single level 
stage for each combination, the kits include Transformer 
Trolleys when standard non-slip stage finishes are selected. 
Also included are: frames, deck-boards, step unit and link 
plates. 

You can add accessories, including additional stage units, 
by selecting them from the ranges of individual parts and 
accessories.

Multi Level Stage Kits –  Tiered options

A range of standard multi level stage kits from 16 – 32 
modules are pre-priced at 500mm high (main frame units), 
with a proportion of modules of two lower heights included. 
These kits contain all the necessary parts for building a multi 
level stage, but can still be built as a single level stage. They 
also allow for layouts in a variety of heights, some of which 
are illustrated in this brochure. The kits include Transformer 
Trolleys when standard non-slip stage boards are selected. 
Also included are: frames, deck-boards, step units and link 
plates. 

You can add accessories, including additional stage units, 
by selecting them from the ranges of individual parts and 
accessories.

Choosing a stage 

There is a good chance our range of standard combinations 
may meet your needs. However you can also add additional 
items to a standard package, or purchase add-on items at a 
later time to extend your initial system.

If your requirement needs a little more customisation, 
for example, special heights to match an existing built-in 
stage; or if special size units are required; or you need more 
guidance on what is possible; a sales advisor will be glad to 
help. Site surveys can be carried out when customisation is 
required, and we can provide full colour 3D photo-realistic 
images of the proposed design from our CAD centre.

If there’s something you need which you cannot see in the 
range of modules and accessories, we will listen to your 
requirements and tailor a solution to suit, where possible.

Design and Quotation Service

If you require additional ideas or other layouts , please visit 
our web site at  www.modularstagesystems.com. 

You can choose from the following:

• Design your own stage layout

• Select a standard stage package

• Request a quotation

• Request a visit and demonstration

• Select additional modules and accessories

• Telephone the office for information and advice on  
 +44 (0)208 756 4565

• E-mail the office at sales@modularstagesystems.com

Lease or Purchase Options  

Why not look at spreading the purchase cost over several  
years? Quarterly or annual payments make funding the cost 
much simpler, and ease your cash flow. You can of course 
pay in full  at the time of purchase, but we recommend 
you consider leasing. We provide indicative rates in our 
quotations.

Ordering and Delivery

Once you have placed your order, one of our order 
administrators will be assigned to keep you informed 
about delivery time and provide a single point of contact. 
They will first send you an order acknowledgement giving 
an approximate delivery date and, when nearer the time, 
specific vehicle routing will enable them to advise you an 
actual date. 

accessories.
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Where possible we will endeavour to meet particular 
requirements, but timed, and out of hours deliveries can 
incur additional costs. To aid off-loading, tail-lift vehicles 
are often used when orders include storage trolleys. This 
enables the goods to be off-loaded at ground level.

Assembling your stage   

Our stages are designed to be easy to assemble, and we 
provide a detailed assembly guide to assist you, including 
information on how to re-stack the storage trolleys once 
your event has finished. We recommend 2 people working 
together as the safest and quickest way, but basic stages 
can be built by one person, since the components are light 
and easily handled. Where appropriate, or on more complex 
installations, one of our field representatives can visit site by 
prior arrangement to  
demonstrate or  
advise.

Keeping safety in mind   

Our stages are designed for repeated use over many years, 
and we value on-going contact with our customers. It’s 
important for us to know you are happy with the system, 
and we welcome any questions you may have. You should 
report and put aside any damaged or faulty items, and also 
carry out simple periodic inspections. 

Warranty

This warranty applies to goods of Modular Stage Systems 
manufacture, supplied, delivered and used in the UK.

Modular Stage Systems warrants to the original purchaser 
that the products supplied are free from defects in 
workmanship and materials. Modular Stage Systems will 
repair or replace with comparable product free of charge, 
any product found to be defective provided that the original 
purchaser promptly gives written notice of any defects 
to Modular Stage Systems together with a copy of this 
warranty and photographic proof of damage. See terms of 
sale for further details.

Using our Product Range 

Not only is the stainless steel tube a great choice for stage 
modules, but our vast range of joints, connectors and 
accessories from the company’s FlowTube range enable an 
endless range of designs to be created. Used throughout 
industry and commerce for many years and proven world-
wide, a wide range of customised items can be realised, 
including bespoke trolleys, mobile display boards, storage 
units and many other applications.
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SINGLE LEVEL STAGE   12 Modules - 500mm High (Kit SL1) / 358mm High (Kit SL2)
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COMPONENTS
358mm Frame

750 x 750mm Board Transformer Trolley

500mm Frame

Double Step Unit

Kit SL1 (Qty)  0
Kit SL2 (Qty)  12

Kit SL1 (Qty)  11
Kit SL2 (Qty)  11

Kit SL1 (Qty)  1
Kit SL2 (Qty)  1

Kit SL1 (Qty)  12
Kit SL2 (Qty)  0

Kit SL1 (Qty)  1
Kit SL2 (Qty)  0

12 Module Single Level Kit
Our entry level 12 unit Standard Stage kits provide a 
6.75 sq metres, single level, portable stage. They come 
complete with our unique Transformer Trolley so you have 
no redundant parts. You can create versatile performance 
solutions, adapting the layout for many configurations. 
Light and easy to handle, our stages are rugged yet simple 
to build. Choose 500mm or 358mm height. 10 Minutes

1 Trolley 
1.26m / 4ft 1.6in tall

 6.75m2 area / 72.66 ft2

 Storage Space 
 1.0m x 1.0m / 3ft 3.4in x 3ft 3.4in

 For prices see enclosed list 
 Kit SL1  Order Code: Kit SL1 500 high 
 Kit SL2  Order Code: Kit SL2 358 high

“ We have all agreed that 
building and dismantling the 
staging has transformed our 
concert events ” 

colin mercer

Single Step Unit

Kit SL1 (Qty)  0
Kit SL2 (Qty)  1
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SINGLE LEVEL STAGE   12 Modules - 500mm High (Kit SL1) / 358mm High (Kit SL2) Layout Options Using 12 Modules
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SINGLE LEVEL STAGE   16 Modules - 500mm High (Kit SL3) / 358mm High (Kit SL4)
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COMPONENTS
358mm Frame

750 x 750mm Board Transformer Trolley

500mm Frame

Double Step Unit

Kit SL3 (Qty)  0
Kit SL4 (Qty)  16

Kit SL3 (Qty)  15
Kit SL4 (Qty)  15

Kit SL3 (Qty)  1
Kit SL4 (Qty)  1

Kit SL3 (Qty)  16
Kit SL4 (Qty)  0

Kit SL3 (Qty)  1
Kit SL4 (Qty)  0

16 Module Single Level Kit
Our 16 unit Standard Stage kits provide a 9 sq metres 
complete, single level, portable stage. They come complete 
with our unique Transformer Trolley so you have no 
redundant parts. You can create versatile performance 
solutions, adapting the layout for many configurations. 
Light and easy to handle, our stages are rugged yet simple 
to build. Choose 500mm or 358mm height. 12 Minutes

1 Trolley 
1.26m / 4ft 1.6in tall

 9m2 area / 96.88 ft2

 Storage Space 
 1.0m x 1.0m / 3ft 3.4in x 3ft 3.4in

 For prices see enclosed list 
 Kit SL3  Order Code: Kit SL3 500 high 
 Kit SL4  Order Code: Kit SL4 358 high

“ We are a special needs school. 
It was important to make
access as safe as possible ” 

alison  
teacher, hillingdon

Single Step Unit

Kit SL3 (Qty)  0
Kit SL4 (Qty)  1
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SINGLE LEVEL STAGE   16 Modules - 500mm High (Kit SL3) / 358mm High (Kit SL4) Layout Options Using 16 Modules
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SINGLE LEVEL STAGE   20 Modules - 500mm High (Kit SL5) / 358mm High (Kit SL6)
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COMPONENTS
358mm Frame

750 x 750mm Board Transformer Trolley

500mm Frame

Double Step Unit

Kit SL5 (Qty)  0
Kit SL6 (Qty)  20

Kit SL5 (Qty)  19
Kit SL6 (Qty)  19

Kit SL5 (Qty)  1
Kit SL6 (Qty)  1

Kit SL5 (Qty)  20
Kit SL6 (Qty)  0

Kit SL5 (Qty)  1
Kit SL6 (Qty)  0

20 Module Single Level Kit
It’s easy to start with a Standard Stage kit. Simply select 
the one that best suits your layout and size choice. This 
one is 20 modules, giving 11.25 sq metres. You can also 
add extra modules or accessories from the components 
section. Our Transformer Trolley system means even the 
storage trollies become part of the versatile stage layout. 
Choose 500mm or 358mm height. 15 Minutes

1 Trolley 
1.26m / 4ft 1.6in tall

 11.25m2 area / 121.09 ft2

 Storage Space 
 1.0m x 1.0m / 3ft 3.4in x 3ft 3.4in

 For prices see enclosed list 
 Kit SL5  Order Code: Kit SL5 500 high 
 Kit SL6  Order Code: Kit SL6 358 high

“ The platform fitted the uneven 
floor of the church really well –  
a tailor made job!  ” 

geoff chapman  
worship leader

Single Step Unit

Kit SL5 (Qty)  0
Kit SL6 (Qty)  1
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SINGLE LEVEL STAGE   24 Modules - 500mm High (Kit SL7) / 358mm High (Kit SL8)
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COMPONENTS
358mm Frame

750 x 750mm Board Transformer Trolley

500mm Frame

Double Step Unit

Kit SL7 (Qty)  0
Kit SL8 (Qty)  24

Kit SL7 (Qty)  22
Kit SL8 (Qty)  22

Kit SL7 (Qty)  2
Kit SL8 (Qty)  2

Kit SL7 (Qty)  24
Kit SL8 (Qty)  0

Kit SL7 (Qty)  1
Kit SL8 (Qty)  0

24 Module Single Level Kit
Our 24 module kits for 13.5 sq metres stages give you 
the easy way to select a platform for events, concerts 
or shows. You get plenty of configurations, and you can 
add accessories and extra modules to customise further. 
Transformer Trolleys make sure that when your stage is 
in use, you don’t need space elsewhere to store empty 
trolleys. Choose 500mm or 358mm height. 20 Minutes

2 Trolleys 
1.26m / 4ft 1.6in tall

 13.5m2 area / 145.31 ft2

 Storage Space - 2 Trolleys, each: 
 1.0m x 1.0m / 3ft 3.4in x 3ft 3.4in

 For prices see enclosed list 
 Kit SL7  Order Code: Kit SL7 500 high 
 Kit SL8  Order Code: Kit SL8 358 high

“ “It can be erected in a few
minutes, which made the 
caretaker’s job easy and it’s  
simple to store ” 

barry 
drama teacher, uxbridge

Single Step Unit

Kit SL7 (Qty)  0
Kit SL8 (Qty)  1
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SINGLE LEVEL STAGE   28 Modules - 500mm High (Kit SL9) / 358mm High (Kit SL10)
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COMPONENTS
358mm Frame

750 x 750mm Board Transformer Trolley

500mm Frame

Double Step Unit

Kit SL9 (Qty)  0
Kit SL10 (Qty)  28

Kit SL9 (Qty)  26
Kit SL10 (Qty)  26

Kit SL9 (Qty)  2
Kit SL10 (Qty)  2

Kit SL9 (Qty)  28
Kit SL10 (Qty)  0

Kit SL9 (Qty)  1
Kit SL10 (Qty)  0

28 Module Single Level Kit
This kit has 28 modules, each 750x750mm (30”x30”), 
so 15.75 sq metres in all (170 sq ft).  These  Stage kits 
make it easy to pick the one that’s just your size.  Want to 
tweak the size? Order additional modules or accessories 
from our wide selection.  P.S. our Transformer Trolleys save 
valuable storage space and reduce costs! Choose 500mm 
or 358mm height. 25 Minutes

2 Trolleys 
1.26m / 4ft 1.6in tall

 15.75m2 area / 169.53 ft2

 Storage Space - 2 Trolleys, each: 
 1.0m x 1.0m / 3ft 3.4in x 3ft 3.4in

 For prices see enclosed list 
 Kit SL9  Order Code: Kit SL9 500 high 
 Kit SL10  Order Code: Kit SL10 358 high

“ The new stage is easier to 
assemble than the old. It’s more 
robust and  looks better as well ” 

rob osborne  
baptist church 

Single Step Unit

Kit SL9 (Qty)  0
Kit SL10 (Qty)  1
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SINGLE LEVEL STAGE   32 Modules - 500mm High (Kit SL11) / 358mm High (Kit SL12)
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COMPONENTS
358mm Frame

750 x 750mm Board Transformer Trolley

500mm Frame

Double Step Unit

Kit SL11 (Qty)  0
Kit SL12 (Qty)  32

Kit SL11 (Qty)  30
Kit SL12 (Qty)  30

Kit SL11 (Qty)  2
Kit SL12 (Qty)  2

Kit SL11 (Qty)  32
Kit SL12 (Qty)  0

Kit SL11 (Qty)  1
Kit SL12 (Qty)  0

32 Module Single Level Kit
Kits for stages give the easy way to select a platform for 
events, concerts or shows.This 32 module kit gives 18 
sq metres, and allows plenty of configurations. You can 
add accessories and extra modules to further customise. 
Transformer Trolleys make sure that when your stage is 
in use you don’t need space elsewhere to store empty 
trolleys. Choose 500mm or 358mm height. 30 Minutes

2 Trolleys 
1.26m / 4ft 1.6in tall

 18m2 area / 193.75 ft2

 Storage Space - 2 Trolleys, each: 
 1.0m x 1.0m / 3ft 3.4in x 3ft 3.4in

 For prices see enclosed list 
 Kit SL11  Order Code: Kit SL11 500 high 
 Kit SL12  Order Code: Kit SL12 358 high

“ We used the stage during the 
Music Festival week to very good 
effect - each time in a different 
configuration ” 

botley choir  

Single Step Unit

Kit SL11 (Qty)  0
Kit SL12 (Qty)  1
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MULTI LEVEL STAGE   16 Modules - (Kit ML1)
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COMPONENTS

16 Module Multi Level Kit
Multi level Stage kits give great versatility for layout  and 
height variations. Whether for fashion catwalks, school or 
church stages, a multi level kit can also be customised with 
additional modules and accessories. See just a few of the 
many possible layout options.Transformer Trolleys leave 
no clutter once the stage is assembled. This one is 16 
modules, giving 9 sq metres. 15 Minutes

1 Trolley 
1.89m / 6ft 2.3in tall

 9m2 area / 96.88 ft2

 Storage Space 
 1.0m x 1.0m / 3ft 3.4in x 3ft 3.4in

 For prices see enclosed list 
 Order Code: Kit ML1 

500mm Frame

750 x 750mm Board

Single Step Unit

Transformer Trolley

358mm Frame

Double Step Unit

Kit ML1  (Qty)  12

Kit ML1  (Qty)  15

Kit ML1  (Qty)  1

Kit ML1  (Qty)  1

Kit ML1  (Qty)  4

Kit ML1  (Qty)  1

215mm Frame

Kit ML1 (Qty)  4
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COMPONENTS

20 Module Multi Level Kit
This 20 module kit gives mixed frame heights for 11.25 
sq metres. A multi level Stage kit gives more configuration 
options but can still be assembled as a single level 
platform. Even if you start with a single level stage you can 
convert it to multi level later, because all of our standard 
frames can be placed on the floor, or stacked for tiered 
arrangements 20 Minutes

2 Trolleys 
1.26m / 6ft 2.3in tall

 11.25m2 area / 121.09 ft2

 Storage Space - 2 Trolleys, each: 
 1.0m x 1.0m / 3ft 3.4in x 3ft 3.4in

 For prices see enclosed list 
 Order Code: Kit ML2 

500mm Frame

750 x 750mm Board

Single Step Unit

Transformer Trolley

358mm Frame

Double Step Unit

Kit ML2  (Qty)  15

Kit ML2  (Qty)  18

Kit ML2  (Qty)  1

Kit ML2  (Qty)  5

Kit ML2  (Qty)  1

215mm Frame

Kit ML2 (Qty)  5

Kit ML2  (Qty)  2
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COMPONENTS

24 Module Multi Level Kit
Kits for stages give you the easy way to select a stage or 
platform for events, concerts or shows. You get plenty of 
possible configurations from this 24 module  kit, (13.5 sq 
metres) and you can add accessories and extra modules 
to customise further. Transformer Trolleys make sure that 
when your stage is in use you don’t need space elsewhere 
to store empty trolleys. 25 Minutes

2 Trolleys 
1.47m / 4ft 9.7in tall

 13.5m2 area / 145.31 ft2

 Storage Space - 2 Trolleys, each: 
 1.0m x 1.0m / 3ft 3.4in x 3ft 3.4in

 For prices see enclosed list 
 Order Code: Kit ML3 

500mm Frame

750 x 750mm Board

Single Step Unit

Transformer Trolley

358mm Frame

Double Step Unit

Kit ML3  (Qty)  18

Kit ML3  (Qty)  22

Kit ML3  (Qty)  1

Kit ML3  (Qty)  2

Kit ML3  (Qty)  6

Kit ML3  (Qty)  1

215mm Frame

Kit ML3 (Qty)  6
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COMPONENTS

28 Module Multi Level Kit
Our 28 module multi level kit is 15.75 sq metres. Do 
you need fascia panels or storage drawers to customise 
your choice of a stage kit? See the components section 
for a whole range of items to create a stage to your own 
specification. Fast and easy to assemble, and no leftover 
trolleys to store once completed! Transformer Trolleys are 
unique to MSS.  30 Minutes

2 Trolleys 
1.68m / 5ft 6.0in tall

 15.75m2 area / 169.53 ft2

 Storage Space - 2 Trolleys, each: 
 1.0m x 1.0m / 3ft 3.4in x 3ft 3.4in

 For prices see enclosed list 
 Order Code: Kit ML4 

500mm Frame

750 x 750mm Board

Single Step Unit

Transformer Trolley

358mm Frame

Double Step Unit

Kit ML4  (Qty)  21

Kit ML4  (Qty)  26

Kit ML4  (Qty)  1

Kit ML4  (Qty)  2

Kit ML4  (Qty)  7

Kit ML4  (Qty)  1

215mm Frame

Kit ML4 (Qty)  7
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COMPONENTS

32 Module Multi Level Kit
This 32 module kit is 18 sq metres. Each 750x750mm 
(30”x30”) MSS stage module is 0.5 sq metres (6 sq ft). 
Stage kits make it easy to pick the one that’s just your size.  
Want to tweak the size? Order addtitional modules or 
accessories from our wide selection.  P.S. our Transformer 
Trolleys save valuable storage space and reduce costs!   

35 Minutes

2 Trolleys 
1.89m / 6ft 2.3in tall

 18m2 area / 193.75 ft2

 Storage Space - 2 Trolleys, each: 
 1.0m x 1.0m / 3ft 3.4in x 3ft 3.4in

 For prices see enclosed list 
 Order Code: Kit ML5 

500mm Frame

750 x 750mm Board

Single Step Unit

Transformer Trolley

358mm Frame

Double Step Unit

Kit ML5  (Qty)  24

Kit ML5  (Qty)  30

Kit ML5  (Qty)  1

Kit ML5  (Qty)  2

Kit ML5  (Qty)  8

Kit ML5  (Qty)  1

215mm Frame

Kit ML5 (Qty)  8
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215 286 358 429 500 572 643

215 286 286
215 286 286 358 215 358 215 500 286 358

215 286 358 215 215 500 286 215 215 286 215 215 215 358

Stage Frames

Frames are available in 5 standard heights 
215mm, 286mm, 358mm, 500mm, and 
714mm 

These can be combined in many different 
ways to make a wide range of standard 
finished stage heights:

215mm, 286mm, 358mm, 429mm, 500mm, 
572mm, 643mm, 714mm, 786mm, 857mm, 
928mm and 1000mm.

How to make 28 of the many different height 
combinations is shown on the table below. 
This enables you to select the correct tier 
height ratio to suit your requirements. 

In general, when building tiered stages, the 
lower height frames should always be at 
ground floor level. Those frames with longer 
legs are then placed on top of the shorter 
frames, to achieve correct load capacity.

If you require different heights to those 
shown please contact the MSS office for 
further guidance

 MS.F-750500 - 500mm  MS.F-750714 - 714mm

 MS.F-750215 - 215mm  MS.F-750286 - 286mm  MS.F-750358 - 358mm

750x750 mm Frames

Special height options  
also available
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643 714 857786 928 1000

215 286 286
358 215 286 358 215 358 286
215 215 500 286 286 215 500 714 714 500 358 286 714
215 215 714 286 286 215 215 358 215 286 500 358 286 358

MS.F-750215

MS.F-750286

MS.F-750358

MS.F-750500

MS.F-750714

MS.F-900215

MS.F-900286

MS.F-900358

MS.F-900500

MS.F-900714

PART CODE DESCRIPTION (MM)  WT (KG)

Frame, 750x750x215 h 6.7

Frame, 750x750x286 h 7.0

Frame, 750x750x358 h 7.2

Frame, 750x750x500 h 7.6

Frame, 750x750x714 h 8.3

Frame, 900x750x215 h 7.2

Frame, 900x750x286 h 7.4

Frame, 900x750x358 h 7.7

Frame, 900x750x500 h 8.1

Frame, 900x750x714 h 8.8

750x750 mm Delta Frames

Delta Frames are 45 degree 
triangular-shaped corner units 
to customise your stage shape, 
and are available in various heights.

Weight of frame only. Does not include boards.

MS.FD-750215

MS.FD-750286

MS.FD-750358

MS.FD-750500

MS.FD-750714

Delta Frame, 750x750x215 h 5.9

Delta Frame, 750x750x286 h 6.1

Delta Frame, 750x750x358 h 6.4

Delta Frame, 750x750x500 h 6.8

Delta Frame, 750x750x714 h 7.5

 MS.F-900215 - 215mm  MS.F-900286- 286mm MS.F-900358 – 358mm

900x750 mm Frames

 MS.F-900500 - 500mm  MS.F-900714 - 714mm

Special height options  
also available
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Deck Boards

Our deck boards are all made from 18mm 
13-ply timber for great rigidity and 
strength.

Our standard boards have a phenolic resin 
finish in dark chocolate colour. 

Multi-purpose, they are easy to clean, 
resistant to slip, fire resistant, and great 
value for money. 

Carpeted Boards Heavy contract 
broadloom carpet. Does not ravel or fray.   
Flammability tested to BS EN13501:2002.

Vinyl Boards Heavy Duty, 2mm slip 
resistant marbleised coloured sheet with 
polyurethane surface treatment.

Acrylic Boards 18mm birch faced 13mm 
ply with clear, non-slip Acrylic coating

Delta Boards Triangular Delta Boards 
match with Delta Frames 

Birch Plywoods meet Class 3 Surface Spread of Flame  
BS476 Pt 7: 1987.

Phenolic Birch Plywood meets Fire resistance Class 
FMVSS3012 based on ISO3795, in accordance with 
Standards SFS5337, FMVSS 302 & DIN75200

Wear resistance (Taber DIN53799) av 570 cycles

Rolling test (SS923502) 1750 cycles

Phenolic resin cross-bonded weather resistant bonding  
to EN 314-2/ class 3 (BS6566 Part 8:WBP)

Slip resistance test classification from 4S Pendulum 
Value  ‘Low’ to ‘Extremely Low’ for general pedestrian use.

COMPONENTS - Deck Boards
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750x750 Deck Board

900x750 Deck Board

750x750 Delta Board

PART CODE DESCRIPTION 

Carpet - Anthracite Vinyl - GreyCarpet - Claret Carpet - Forest GreenCarpet - Petrol Blue Birch PlyboardNon Slip

All of our standard and Delta frames are available in the 
following finishes

 MS.DB-750

MS.DB-900

MS.DBA-750

MS.DBA-900

MS.DBC-750 BL

MS.DBC-750 G

MS.DBC-750 GN

MS.DBC-750 R

MS.DBC-900 BL

MS.DBC-900 G

MS.DBC-900 GN

MS.DBC-900 R

MS.DBV-750 G

MS.DBV-900 G

MS.DDB-750

MS.DDBA-750

MS.DDBC-750 BL

MS.DDBC-750 G

MS.DDBC-750 GN

MS.DDBC-750 R

MS.DDBV-750 G

 Deck Board Non-Slip 750x750  

Deck Board Non-Slip 900x750    

Deck Board Acrylic 750x750 Clear

Deck Board Acrylic 900x750 Clear

Deck Board Carpet 750x750 Blue

Deck Board Carpet 750x750 Grey

Deck Board Carpet 750x750 Grn

Deck Board Carpet 750x750 Red

Deck Board Carpet 900x750 Blue

Deck Board Carpet 900x750 Grey

Deck Board Carpet 900x750 Grn

Deck Board Carpet 900x750 Red

Deck Board Vinyl 750x750 Grey

Deck Board Vinyl 900x750 Grey

Delta Deck Board Non-Slip 750x750 

Delta Deck Board Acrylic 750x750 Clear

Delta Deck Board Carpet 750x750 Blue

Delta Deck Board Carpet 750x750 Grey

Delta Deck Board Carpet 750x750 Grn

Delta Deck Board Carpet 750x750 Red

Delta Deck Board Vinyl 750x750 Grey

Weight of Boards 
750mm Non Slip Board  - 7.3KG
900mm Non Slip Board  - 8.6KG
Non Slip Delta Board  - 4.0KG
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Guard Rails

Guard Rails are 900mm high and locate into 
frame legs without additional fixings, or 
increasing the stage size.

Two styles are available – standard 
horizontal top, bottom and mid tubes , or 
with vertical tubes at nominal 100mm 
centres.

Both styles are available in 750mm or 
900mm frame sizes.

Corner Guard Rail units (two Guard Rails 
joined with a hinged link) are available as 
750/750mm or as 750/900mm. They 
can be installed as right hand or left hand 
versions by simply reversing the connecting 
brackets.

For either style, the bottom tube acts as a 
chair stop (See chair stops).

N.B. Guard Rails provide a visible stage 
edging for improved safety , but due to the 
nature of modular stages should not be 
relied upon to accept impact or continual 
load pressures

COMPONENTS - Deck Boards COMPONENTS - Guard Rails
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 MS.GR-750

MS.GR-750V

MS.GR-900

MS.GR-900V

MS.GR-C750

MS.GR-C750V

MS.GR-C900

MS.GR-C900V

MS.GR-S2

MS.GR-S3

PART CODE DESCRIPTION

Guard Rail 750 Standard

Guard Rail 750 Vertical

Guard Rail 900 Standard

Guard Rail 900 Vertical

Guard Rail Corner 750x750 Standard

Guard Rail Corner 750x750 Vertical

Guard Rail Corner 900x750 Standard

Guard Rail Corner 900x750 Vertical

2 Step Unit Guard Rail

3 Step Unit Guard Rail

Guard Rail Corner 750x750 Standard Guard Rail 750 Standard Guard Rail 750 Vertical

3 Step Unit Guard Rails x2 2 Step Unit Guard Rail
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Transformer Trolleys

Comprising swivel, braked 125mm 
diameter castors, mounted on standard 
phenolic stage boards, Transformer 
Trolleys actually become part of your 
finished stage, saving space and reducing 
storage trolley costs.

Typically up to 20 stage boards and 
frames can be stored on a Transformer 
Trolley.
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Standard Trolleys

Constructed from a standard tubular 
design with both swivel and braked 
castors. Available for 750 x 750 or 900 x 
750 frame sizes

Typically up to 20 stage boards and frames 
can be stored on a Standard Trolley.

They can also be used for storage of Guard 
Rails and other accessories.

 

 MS.T-750

MS.T-900

MS.TGR

PART CODE DESCRIPTION
 Trolley 750x750

Trolley 900x750

Trolley Guard Rails

Special Trolleys 

We are able to supply 
special trolleys to suit 
other requirements
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 MS.TT-750

MS.TT-900

MS.TTC-750

MS.TTC-900

PART CODE DESCRIPTION
 Transformer Trolley 750

Transformer Trolley 900

Transformer Trolley Carpet 750

Transformer Trolley Carpet 900

MS.TT-750

MS.TT-900

MS.TTC-750

MS.TTC-900

PART CODEPART CODE
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Link Plates 

Made from galvatite steel sheet for strength  
and durability. Two hole or four hole units 
allow all standard arrangements of frames. 
They are included with standard stage 
kits, but must be ordered separately if you 
require separate/additional stage modules. 
Link plates are supplied in packs of 10.

Multi Clamps

Multi Clamp sets are multi-purpose 
connectors for step units, guard rails, 
frames and back drape/flats. The triangular 
tightening handle permits speedy assembly. 
We include 1 clamp set per guard rail unit, 2 
per step unit, and 2 for each back drape/flat 
module. Also available to order separately.

Accessory Fitting Clips

Packs of 12 clips, either GAP46 (double 
fix holes) or GAP17 (single fix hole) are 
available if you wish to supply your own 
accessories, such as cladding or back flats.  
 
Frame Leg Caps

Where appropriate MS.FC caps are included 
with all frames purchased which are to be 
used in conjunction with non-slip deck board. 

For carpeted decks the MS.FCC is used to 
ensure a flush surface.  

Please specify at time of ordering. 

COMPONENTS - Bits and Bobs
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Link Plate 2-Hole
Link Plate 4-Hole Multi Clamp

MS.GAP-17

MS.GAP-46

Frame Leg Cap
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Chair Stops

Tiered seating or other configurations may require 
chair stops 750 or 900mm. These snap onto exposed 
frame legs with 2 GAP16 clips for each rail.

Made from Stainless steel tube with fitted end caps.

 MS.LP-2

MS.LP-4

 MS.GAP-16 BK

MS.GAP-16 G

MS.GAP-17 BK

MS.GAP-17 G

MS.GAP-46 BK

MS.GAP-46 G

 MS.FC BK

MS.FCC BK

 MS.CS-750

MS.CS-900

 MS.KB-750

MS.KB-900

 MS.CLAMP

PART CODE DESCRIPTION
Link Plates

Fitting Clips

Frame Leg Caps

Chair Stops

Kick Boards

Multi Clamps

 Link Plate 2-Hole

Link Plate 4-Hole

 Chair Stop Clip Black

Chair Stop Clip Grey

Panel Clip Black

Panel Clip Grey

2-Hole Panel Clip Black

2-Hole Panel Clip Grey

 Frame Leg Cap, NonSlp, Black

Frame Leg Cap, Carpet, Black

 Chair Stop 750

Chair Stop 900

 Kick Board 750 x 150 h

kick Board 900 x 150 h

 Multi Clamp
Chair Stop 750

Chair Stop 900

MS.GAP-16

Kick Boards

As an alternative to chair stops, and to provide 
edge protection for ramps, 18mm x 150mm 
high phenolic faced plywood kickboards are 
available. 

These can also be added to guard rails if 
required in lengths 750mm and 900mm. 
Specify if required for a corner arrangement. 
They attach with GAP46 or GAP17 clips.

Kick Board
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Step Units

Available in 1, 2 and 3 tread versions. 
Supplied with non-slip phenolic treads 
630mm x 260 mm (nominal 24in x 10in), 
they connect to frame legs with  Multi-
Clamps, and can be repositioned without 
dismantling the stage. Guard rails are also 
available for 2 tread and 3 tread step unit, 
and may be fitted to either or both sides. 
(See Guard Rail section).

Step units with more than 3 treads, or 
special requirements, can be supplied if 
required.

“ I just wanted to let you know 
we are really delighted with our 
new stage, the quality is excellent 
and it’s perfect for our group. We 
used it for the first time tonight for 
our summer show and the children 
were really impressed with it, it 
made a huge difference to their 
performance.....
Thanks again, we are so pleased 
with it!  ” 

COMPONENTS - Step Units
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 MS.S1

MS.S2

MS.S3

PART CODE DESCRIPTION
 Step Unit 1 Tread

Step Unit 2 Tread

Step Unit 3 Tread

Step Unit 1 Tread

Step Unit 2 Tread

Step Unit 3 Tread

Guard Rails

Examples of guard rails which can be 
bought separatelybought separately

D.R.  
Church Drama Group, Redcar
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Cladding Panels

Melamine faced MDF boards are an 
economic alternative to cloth skirting.

Supplied with fitting clips they mount on to 
the frame legs to enclose the space below 
the stage. The vertical edges are also colour 
coded.

Heights available for standard stage frames., 
with widths 750mm or 900mm. Where 
cladding panels meet at right-angles, Corner 
Cladding Panels must be specified, which are 
complete with clips to ensure neat corners.  
Special sizes also available.

Boards for Flats 

Supplied in primed MDF board, 2000mm 
high x nom 750mm width. Fixings are 
included.

 MS.CP-750215

MS.CP-750286

MS.CP-750358

MS.CP-750500

MS.CP-750714

MS.CP-900215

MS.CP-900286

MS.CP-900358

MS.CP-900500

MS.CP-900714

MS.CPC-750215

MS.CPC-750286

MS.CPC-750358

MS.CPC-750500

MS.CPC-750714

MS.CPC-900215

MS.CPC-900286

MS.CPC-900358

MS.CPC-900500

MS.CPC-900714

 Cladding Panel 750x215 h

Cladding Panel 750x286 h

Cladding Panel 750x358 h

Cladding Panel 750x500 h

Cladding Panel 750x714 h

Cladding Panel 900x215 h

Cladding Panel 900x286 h

Cladding Panel 900x358 h

Cladding Panel 900x500 h

Cladding Panel 900x714 h

Cladding Panel Corner 750x215 h

Cladding Panel Corner 750x286 h

Cladding Panel Corner 750x358 h

Cladding Panel Corner 750x500 h

Cladding Panel Corner 750x714 h

Cladding Panel Corner 900x215 h

Cladding Panel Corner 900x286 h

Cladding Panel Corner 900x358 h

Cladding Panel Corner 900x500 h

Cladding Panel Corner 900x714 h

 MS.BKF-750

MS.BKF-900

Boards for Flats
 Backdrop Flat 750w x 2000h

Backdrop Flat 900w x 2000h

PART CODE DESCRIPTION
Cladding Panels

Cladding PanelCladding Panel Corner

Backdrop Flat 750mm  x3
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Roller Draw Units

Want to use the space below the stage 
surface? Roller Drawer Units are available 
to fit 750 x 500mm and 750 x 358mm 
high modules. Of the same appearance as 
cladding panels they provide a concealed, 
robust, moulded container space for storage 
purposes. 

Select either single compartment 800mm x 
600mm or twin compartment 2 x 400mm 
x 600mm. Fitted with moulded wheels, 
they fit snugly below the stage units and are 
easily rolled out for use via a discreet grip 
handle fitted to the top edge of the face 
panel.

COMPONENTS - Roller Drawer Units
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 MS.RD1B-358

MS.RD1B-500

MS.RD2B-358

MS.RD2B-500

PART CODE DESCRIPTION
 Roller Drawer 1-Bin 358 h

Roller Drawer 1-Bin 500 h

Roller Drawer 2-Bin 358 h

Roller Drawer 2-Bin 500 h

358mm Roller Drawer 1 Bin

500mm Roller Drawer 1 Bin

358mm Roller Drawer 2 Bin

500mm Roller Drawer 2 Bin

“ The modular staging arrived 
and has been erected, we are very 
pleased with the result, it does 
what we want   ” 

UKAS Accredited Test Laboratory 
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Ramps

Access ramps can be provided, but need to 
be individually designed for each application.

Gradients acceptable for standard 
wheelchair use may require considerable 
space, and turning from the ramp onto 
the stage area will require the correct size 
landing area. 

Edge protection boards (kick plates) are 
fitted to the ramp sides for safety, and guard 
rails with kick-plates may be advisable to 
perimeter areas. 

Please provide us with full information 
regarding your ramp requirement, together 
with details of the proposed wheeled traffic , 
and we can advise whether the ramp can be 
accommodated within the proposed stage 
area. 
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Back Drapes

Made from fire retardant dimout fabric with 
a 25% fullness. Sizes are as according to 
frame height and lengths required. Standard 
colour black. Other colours subject to 
availability. Attaches simply to the stage 
frames.

Back Drape and Stage Flats frames.

These frames enable back drapes and stage 
flats to be supported, usually across the back 
of the stage.

Mounted onto Guard Rails (order 
separately), tubular Back Drape and Flats 
Frames are 2000mm high.  

They are supplied to suit the length of the 
stage layout required. The multi-purpose 
frames are the same for drapes or flats. 

Stage Skirting

Made from fire retardant dimout fabric with 
a 25% fullness. Sizes are as according to 
frame height and lengths required. Standard 
colour black. Other colours subject to 
availability. Attaches simply to the stage 
frames.
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PART CODE DESCRIPTION

 MS.BKD-750

MS.BKD-900

 MS.BF-1500

MS.BF-1800

MS.BF-2250

MS.BF-2700

MS.BF-3000

MS.BF-3600

 MS.SV-714

MS.SV-500

MS.SV-358

MS.SV-286

MS.SV-215

Back Drapes

Back Drapes & Stage Flat Frames

Stage Skirting

 Backdrop Drape 750w x 2000h

Backdrop Drape 900w x 2000h

 Back Frame 1500w

Back Frame 1800w

Back Frame 2250w

Back Frame 2700w

Back Frame 3000w

Back Frame 3600w

 Skirting 714h

Skirting 500h

Skirting 358h

Skirting 286h

Skirting 215h

Skirting 215h Skirting 286h Skirting 358h Skirting 500h

Backdrop Drape 900w x 2000h

1500 Back Frame x2

Back Frames shown with drapes

Skirting can also be supplied for special heights (e.g. tiered units).
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750
MODULE/

STEP

STAGE LAYOUT SKETCH PAGE
Why not use this page to layout your stage ideas. Photocopy for multiple use.
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